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For a hard-earned dollar you can own the only vocal mixer and plug-in that pays homage to PSP's
original vocal mixer and packs it with an array of features that will revolutionise your workflow.
Featuring a powerful suite of vocal effects (many of which include built-in optional modulation

sources), adjustable hard pan and variable Delay settings and a built-in time stretching module with
inherent FX and A/B capabilities, Hydrogen Pro lets you decide which combination of vocals and

effects to use to edit the track and then quickly switch back and forth to tweak the results. Quickly
turn a set of vocals into a dance track, or put that signature vocal into a loop to match your

drummer. Take any number of controls that you need to edit your sound (compression, EQ, Delay,
etc) and check the results for yourself on-the-fly with built-in side-by-side adjustable A/B views. In

addition, PSP Hydrogen Pro includes a Pre-Processor that lets you add subtle effects to your vocals or
instrument before you put it through the Vocal Mixer/Channel Strip. For less than half the price of an

external vocal mixer and far less than the cost of a PC-based vocal mixing system, you can buy a
fully integrated vocal mixer for direct input vocals (separate input from instrument tracks) and audio
FX. Simply set the number of effect plug-ins (or channels) that you want and then select effects from

the fx list, or bring in external plug-ins, as needed. Hydrogen Mixer comes with a range of vocal-
specific effects that you can audition on every channel simultaneously. Adding sound manipulation

to a vocal channel is as simple as dragging and dropping effects from the fx list directly onto a vocal
channel.
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the plug-ins high pass and low pass filters are pretty straight forward. they provide low and high
ranges for the filter, and a low and high amount of bandwidth for the filter. there is a lot of flexibility
in the way the filters work, so i wont be able to say for sure whether it will sound good to your ears.
also, i find that the s/w range used is off by about a semitone on the low side and high side. either
way, is shouldnt be a problem, as you have the filters to control any minor tonal issues. i find that
the high pass filter does not provide enough punch on low or high frequencies, so i usually use the

eq instead. still, if you have a tight track to cover some very specific issues, its worth trying the
filters. by the way, did you notice how the input meter shows two curves? this is due to the

compressor/limiter functionality. the dynamics are not processed here, so the input meter only
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shows one curve. the compressor appears as red, green, yellow, and blue dots. the green is to lop off
some frequencies below the threshold set by the limiter. with this in mind, i thought i would try to

model vocal effects as closely as possible, whilst providing the user with a range of options to
achieve the desired result. the three input channels (eq, saturation, and delay) within vocal strip are
all capable of independent processing. parallel processing can lead to some interesting interactions
that make the vocal sound less predictable, and, at the same time, more rich and powerful. the eq i
used during the development of this plug-in is very simple. i figured a simple peq eq isnt much of a

risk, and i really just wanted to model a simple eq that didnt require any advanced math or
processing, as well as listen to the subject material while running the plug-in without visual

feedback. 5ec8ef588b
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